
 

Hitachi Hl Dt St Dvdram Gt30n Firmware
Update __EXCLUSIVE__

i recently got a hitachi hldt-
st40n dvd-ram/dvd-rw recorder

and i have been having
problems with it. when i try to
play back the disc it always
plays the intro, then freezes
and the disc stops spinning. i
have tried the instructions on
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the site and they did not work.
the firmware updates always

fail with a bad file error. i have
updated the firmware using the
instructions on the site. is there

any other way to update the
firmware? many of the other

firmware update websites have
a "download" link that just

takes you to a blank page with
the word "download" in it. this
is a false link! it points to a file

that you do not want to
download. the only valid link is
the link that says "click here to
download the firmware file you

wish to use." i think this was
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done so that the download link
would be "cleaned" by the

various isps that these sites
use for their files. if you want
to obtain the firmware, you'll
have to download it yourself. i

think the firmware files are
about 400k. if you use the

update tool, you'll be able to
select the type of media you
want to use. if you use your
own media, you can name it

whatever you want. there
should be a "do you want to

overwrite the original disc with
the updated firmware" option. i

think that is checked by
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default. i'd recommend using a
blank disc first to make sure

the disc is formatted correctly.
if you have a disc in your drive,

but you don't see anything
happening when you push the
power button, you may need to
eject the disc. if this is a brand

new disc, it may need to be
formatted with a newer format.

i suggest you check out the
dvd authoring software (dvd

studio pro) for macintosh. it will
play your discs and lets you

burn them. this should be able
to handle dvd-ram discs, which
are now the industry standard
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for dvd-ram discs.
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Hitachi Hl Dt St Dvdram Gt30n Firmware
Update

for the ga32n superdrive, this
update is a firmware update,
and will only affect the optical
drive. this firmware update will
not affect the mac operating
system or any other system

components. to download the
latest firmware, follow the

instructions from the updater
application: it is quite possible

that hitachi is planning to
release a new model soon, and
that is the dz-gx4100a. it would
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be a more affordable model
with the same basic specs as

the dz-gx3100a. the only
difference is that the new
model will have a single
6.1-megapixel still image

shooting mode and 4k video.
let's hope they don't take too

long to release the new model.
one of the biggest problems
with digital cameras is that
they don't have automatic

white balancing. even if you
use a neutral grey card, the

white balance is only as
accurate as the camera's

ability to detect the color of the
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lighting and compensate for it.
the hitachi dvdcam's white

balance system is adequate for
most purposes, but it is not
ideal. it is better than most
camcorders, but not really

good. the big advantage to the
hitachi dvdcam is that it will

automatically correct for color
during your shooting sequence

(a big problem with
camcorders). if you want to

learn how to use it, then check
out the dz-gx3100a user's
guide. troubleshooting it is

virtually impossible to
troubleshoot a camcorder. if
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the camcorder doesn't work, its
going to be pretty obvious. if it
does work, then you'll be in the

unique position of having to
troubleshoot your own

camcorder. the hitachi dz-
gx3100a is designed to be easy

to work on. there are cables
and a built-in table that you

can use to move the dvd
camcorder and to connect the

power supply and the
camcorder's internal batteries.

there are also a number of
spring-loaded suction cups that

you can use to stabilize the
camcorder on your desktop.
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this should make it much
easier to repair the camcorder.
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